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HIGHWAY PR-53 TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION
MAUNABO, PUERTO RICO
TUNNELLING - SHOTCRETE AND FINAL LINING
Product: Wirand FS3N
Problem
The four lane PR-53 highway traverses the southeast coast
of Puerto Rico. It passes through variable terrain, including
mountainous regions and the scenic coastline. To reduce
aesthetic impact upon this beautiful region, the highway was
designed in tunnels between the towns of Yabucoa and
Maunabo. The twin 650m long, 7.9m diameter tunnels were
constructed through hard rock which included igneous
tonalite and metavolcanics. The original route of the highway
proposed viaducts. However, impact studies concluded that
tunnels would have a reduced impact upon the natural
environment of the Sierra Pandura mountains and fewer
people would need relocating.

Solution
Contractor Ferrovial Agroman excavated the rock tunnels
using explosives. Following excavation, a shotcrete lining was
sprayed to stabilise the excavation. The contractor then built
up the layers of the final tunnel lining including:
• Steel arch and further shotcrete works
• Waterproofing membrane
• Final reinforced concrete sprayed lining

Shotcrete spraying trials

Working with consulting engineer Barrett Hale & Alamo and
contractor Ferrovial Agroman, Maccaferri provided design
advice for the shotcrete first and second linings. The
shotcrete was reinforced with Wirand FS3N steel fibres.
Unlike macro-synthetic fibres, steel fibres are proven to offer
structural benefits to concrete; on some major infrastructure
and metro projects, Wirand Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete
(SFRC) has significantly reduced the quantity of traditional
steel reinforcement within sprayed concrete tunnel linings.
The high Young’s Modulus, very low creep and high
temperature resistance of steel compared to plastic fibres is
key to this structural capability.
Design of the steel fibre reinforced concrete tunnel lining was
carried out by Barrett Hale & Alamo with assistance from
Maccaferri’s technical specialists.

Profile of tunnel, prior to excavation

Client:
PUERTO RICO TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS
AUTHORITY (PRHTA)
Main Contractor:
FERROVIAL AGROMAN
Designer:
BARRETT HALE & ALAMO, SAN JUAN, PR
Products used:
600t MACCAFERRI WIRAND FS3N
Date of construction
SPRING 2005– SPRING 2008

During excavation, showing support arches

Following design approval, Maccaferri worked with the
shotcrete applicator with spraying trials of the Wirand FS3N in
a dosage of 40 kg/m3.
The final lining was an unreinforced shotcrete solution. The
mix included the micro-polymer fibre, Fibromac 12 with a
dosage rate of 0.90 Kg/m3. Micro-synthetic fibres are used
for controlling plastic shrinkage during setting and improved
resistance to high temperatures.
Maccaferri is rapidly making a name for itself as a provider of
innovative and cost-effective solutions for tunnelling works.
Working closely with the project team enables mutual benefits
to be realised.
To ensure the correct dosage of fibres was delivered into the
concrete mix time after time, Maccaferri supplied its DOSO
machines to the concrete plant. These machines can be
stand alone, or fully integrated into the concrete facility using
Maccaferri’s production specialists.

During construction

SFRC shotcrete linings enable other benefits to tunnel
projects compared to traditionally reinforced solutions:
• Reduced steel rebar fabrication time and cost
• More intimate contact with excavated tunnel
• Evens-out tunnel profile irregularities caused by blasting /
excavation
• Increases ductility of the concrete and enhances flexural
structural performance
Among the notable qualities of the project are that it is the
first time two adjacent tunnels have been constructed in
Puerto Rico for vehicular transit.

Maccaferri DOSO fibre dosage machine on-site

During construction
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The project finally realizes the vision of Vicente Morales
Lebrón. In 1956, after the severe damage caused by tropical
storm Betsy (Santa Clara), Maunabo was cut off for a whole
month, because the only communications route at the time
was the PR-3 road, which was unusable because of multiple
landslides.

Tunnel nearing completion
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